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Welcome To A

REVOLUTION


A swim and dive fin providing 
high-performance and a custom fit.

 Learn More








                
                

                

                 

Discover New Opportunities With Our Fins

Increase endurance and mobility in the water when you wear AMP Fins

 Contact Us















JOIN THE REVOLUTION


A swim and dive prosthetic fin providing high-performance and a custom fit.



    























PRODUCT USE


We encourage you to watch the AMP Fin™ Product Guide to learn more about how to use your fin correctly, the benefits, risks, safety, and many other helpful tips.



 Watch Now



Pricing


We are required to sell directly to Board Certified Prosthetist. Your prosthetist will find our website fully functional for both ordering and purchasing your fin, and we will ship directly to their office.



 Read More



ORDERING YOUR FIN


Thank you for your interest in AMP Fin™ swim and dive fins-pediatric sizes are now available.  All orders must be processed through your prosthetist for casting and proper custom fit.













                 

THE AMP FIN™ MISSION


Our mission is to provide both above and below knee amputees a high-performance swim and dive prosthetic fin, giving amputees the ability to reverse the effects caused by limb loss by strengthening residual limbs, increasing range of motion, improving gait, and leading to a more active lifestyle.


Learn More













AMP Fins

Learn more about this feat of prosthetics and technology.





Custom Mold

Order an AMP Fin made just for you.





Pricing

See what deals we're offering.





Gallery

Check out our AMP Fins.











You Don't Have to Stay Out of the Water

Dive, swim and splash using our prosthetic AMP Fins


Amputees too often get left out of aquatic fun. It can be difficult to swim while wearing a prosthetic leg. AMP Fins LLC has the solution. We've created state-of-the-art AMP Fins that attach to the socket of your prosthesis. All you have to do is loosen two screws, remove the prosthesis, attach the fin and tighten the screws. It's just about as simple as putting on your goggles or slathering on sunscreen.

Call 1-833-426-7346 now to find out more about Amp Fins.







Expand your horizons once you purchase an Amp Fin


Our mission is to:
	Provide amputees with high-performance swim and dive prosthetic fins
	Give amputees a way to reverse the effects of limb loss
	Improve amputees' gait and range of motion
	Help amputees lead a more active lifestyle

Speak with your prosthetist today to learn more about getting an AMP Fin.






What makes AMP Fins a good choice for you?



The AMP Fin was patented in 2014. Since then, we have made and distributed these prosthetic fins to prosthetists all over the Presque Isle, ME area and beyond. We can ship to anywhere in the United States. We'll also ship overseas.

We started designing the fins in 1998 and have watched them evolve and improve over time. You can be sure that your AMP Fin will revolutionize the way you think about swimming.
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TESTIMONIALS


Hear what people are saying about AMP Fin™










                



"I am the front office administrator for Premier Prosthetics and Orthotics in St. Louis. We just delivered our very first AMP Fin™ and what a success! Our patient was so happy!"

Lauren Shelton, Office Administrator, Premier Prosthetics and Orthotics, St. Louis, MO







"The AMP Fin™ is making waves in the prosthetic community! Approximately two years ago, Attorney Chris Caseiro was successful in obtaining a patent in a swim fin for leg amputees that was created by Randy and Lori Lord. The Lords are an example of the type of innovators that live in Maine. They saw a need that was not being met, developed the solution, sought the appropriate intellectual property protection then marketed it to the world!"

Caseiro Burke, Attorneys at Law, Scarborough, ME







"Part of a successful recovery from both mental and physical injuries is physical activity. Not only the obvious physical gains, but it also helps to strengthen the mind and gives back the sense of pride in yourself. I truly believe that AMP Fin™ is going to be able to bring a whole new dimension to those with above and below knee amputations."

MCpl (Ret) Scott Atkinson, CD, Canadian Armed Forces, Invictus Games Athlete 2017
















Our Team












CORY LAPLANTE

CP/FABRICATOR


ABC Board Certiﬁed Prosthetist and owner of FInFab, LLC. Cory has been a certified prosthetist for over a decade and brings the skills that he has acquired as a prosthetist to the AMP Fin™ team.



 Read More



BRAD ALA

PT, DPT


Dr. Bradley Ala is a physical therapist who consults with AMP Fin™. His experience working with with prostheses provides an understanding for the physiological demands of the AMP Fin™.



 Read More



LORI LORD

OWNER


Lori's husband is a below knee amputee and the inspiration behind AMP Fin™. Her experience as a business manager and entrepreneur also helped lead to the creation of AMP Fin™.



 Read More







                
                

                

                 

Enjoy the Beach or the Pool Even More

Replace your prosthesis with a fin for easy movement

 Contact Us
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"Team Amp Fin - I was able to keep up with a whale shark thanks to you!"
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Presque Isle, ME 04769

Phone: 1-833-4AMPFIN or 1-833-426-7346

Fax: 207-540-1337
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